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Under the old order every landlord's demesne had
timber about it: but when sale was in prospect,
landlords, knowing that the possession of timber would
not increase the price appreciably, cut and sold.
Tenants have nowhere undertaken replanting, and they
have often carried the process of cutting down still
further. There is no systematic exploitation of what
timber is left, and for the most part trees are a ragged
growth along hedgerows. Nowhere except in the
North of Ireland (and especially about Armagh) is
farming'much supplemented by fruit-growing. As a
rule Irish cottiers and farmers cultivate few vegetables
except potatoes and cabbages. A cottage garden with
flowers is a rare and'pleasant sight.
Yet there is this to be said. Under the conditions
which prevail in Ireland, as a result of the land hunger
and of passion for the ownership of land, much soil
has been reclaimed and much is to-day maintained in
fertility which would be waste land if farming were
merely pursued as a commercial speculation. More-
over, since the peasant has become an owner, by
general consent the condition of the cottages has
enormously improved. Tumble-down hovels ^ with
perishing thatch are now rare: and farming, if not
scientific, is very much better than it was. The use
of artificial manures has greatly increased and the
quality of the stock on the land improved out of
knowledge, As compared with England, and still
more with Belgium, France, and Germany, Irish
agriculture offers a sorry spectacle : but as compared
with the condition of the country forty years back,
,there is good ground for jubilation.
The improvement has taken place, however, on the
most backward parts which are naturally impover-
ished : and it is the result of unsparing effort. The
same degree of energy applied with intelligence to
the most fertile lands would alter Ireland's -position
in Europe, Probably in any development of our
agriculture grass-farming must occupy the largest

